Would A Fairy Fit In That Space?

The Never Fairies stand only five inches tall. When you’re that small, you look at things—and use them—a little differently. A leaf becomes a boat. A thimble makes a perfect bucket. Even a bird can be an airplane! This full-color hardcover storybook explores the delightful world of the fairies and all the wonderful items from the Clumsy (human) world that they have adopted for their own use. Plus, there’s a glittery bookmark inside that can also be used as a ruler for girls to see how their own belongings would measure up in Tinker Bell’s world.

Features:
* Click here to view our Condition Guide and Shipping Prices

My Personal Review:
Tinker Bell appears actual size -- five inches tall -- on the cover of this charming addition to the Disney Fairies series. Actually, Tink is peeking through a sparkly cutout in the cover; she's really on the second page.

All the Disney Fairies favorites are here. Garden-talent fairy Lily turns a toothbrush into a scarecrow, and a horseshoe into a gate for her garden. Animal-talent fairy Beck uses a toothbrush to groom squirrel tails. Art-talent fairy Bess creates an art studio out of a tangerine crate. Water-talent fairy Rani uses tiny objects like seashells and river stones as furnishings. Queen Clarion wears flower petals as a gown. And Tink fashions a dagger out of a toothpick.

There are two reasons why the Disney Fairies series is so special. It not only encourages girls to use their imaginations, the colorful artwork bursts with such detail that even parents can appreciate it.

If your girl is older (9 to 12) she make like Fairy Dust and the Quest for the Egg or Fairy Haven and the Quest for the Wand.
For More 5 Star Customer Reviews and Lowest Price:
Actual Fairy Size (Disney Fairies) by RH Disney - 5 Star Customer Reviews and Lowest Price!